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Abstract 
A combination of cryptography and steganography is very important to information safety. Because 

together,  they will not only hide but also encrypt the information at the same time. In the most 

crystographic studies, they hide the cipher text (encrypted) into the image, video or audio files to transfer. 

In this paper, we will give a simple and more convenient example for Crystography. We can also say that 

this method is applicable for most of the cryptographic algorithms to transfer them to the crystographic 

algorithm. As a simple example, it can be applicable for ATM card passwords etc. And then we have 

created and applied our method by using C# program language. 
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1. Introduction 

Cryptography is a collection of mathematical methods which transforms  information from readable 

form to unreadable form. It is called encryption. A modern cryptographic systems are designed around 

computational hardness assumptions and must provide five main conditions; confidentiality, 

authentication, integrity, un deniability and access control. There are many  appliction of 

cryptography [15,18, 20]. 

Steganography is a tool for communication that transfers confidential information over an open 

communication channel. It allows users to transfer information hidden in the plain text, pictures, audio 

or video files. To do this, it is not required any changes in the text to be hidden. Thus, the hidden data 

can be maintained and other people cannot be able to access the content. Steganography differs from 

cryptography in this aspect [2,5, 6, 7,9]. 
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Both methods provide secure communication, but they use different algorithms and methods. By 

using the combination of these two methods it can be obtained a more confidential safer algorithm. M. 

H. Rajyagur has been identified the combination of cryptography and steganography as Crystography 

[14]. 

A combination of cryptography and steganography is very important to information safety. Because 

together,  they will not only hide but also encrypt the information at the same time. In the most 

crystographic studies, they hide the cipher text (encrypted) into the image, video or audio files to 

transfer.  

Cryptography is a set of mathematical methods which used to transform an information that cannot be 

read by unwanted people. Keyless, secret key and public key cryptography  algorithms are three main 

groups. However, along with the design of quantum computers we must also be mentioned about 

quantum cryptography. But as it requires a very high cost the usage area is very limited [17,19]. 

In this paper, we will give a simple and more convenient example for Crystography. We can also say 

that this method is applicable for most of the cryptographic algorithms to transfer them to the 

crystographic algorithm. As a simple example, it can be applicable for ATM card passwords etc. And 

then we have created and applied our method by using C# program language. 

 

Definition 1.1: Let; P is a finite set of plain text,  

       C, is a finite set of chipper text,  

       K, the key space, a finite set of possible keys,  

       E,  is a finite set of Off function,  

       D, On a finite set of functions  

If,  for ∀k∈K there is an encryption function, e_{k}∈E and the corresponding decryption function  

d_{k}∈D is; such that, e_{k}:P→C  and  d_{k}:C→P f. 

If it provides ∀ x ∈ P d_ {k} (e_ {k} (x)) = x , then (P, C, K, E, D) is called a crypto system. 

The most common cryptography system are; 

Keyless Cryptography (MD5, SHA-1, RIPEMD-160)  

The changes in inputs causes the butterfly effect, 

The system is protected by a very secret security system. 

 

Secret Key (or symmetric) Cryptography (Caesar, Vigenere, DES, 3DES,RC5, Blowfish, IDEA, 

SAFER, AES) 

Key size is small, 

Can do faster encryption, 

Key generation rate is high, but the key change is a serious problem, 

Safety of the system is connected to the key. 

 

Public Key (asymmetric) Cryptography (Diffie-Hellman, RSA, ElGamal, is Paille, Blum - 

Goldwasser, Goldwasser-mical, the Okamoto-Uchiyama,)  

 

Key pair of sender and receiver are separate,  

Each user is just enough to keep his own secret key,  

Key exchange, even over insecure channels can be safely,  

Uses the one-way function,  
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Will send a separate key for each recipient must produce,  

The system is slow [18]. 

 

Also there are hybrid systems that use a combination of keys advantageous aspect of secret key and 

public key cryptography systems.  Hybrid systems use symmetric keys for encryption, to transport 

these keys between the two sides, they use the asymmetric methods [11,13]. 

 

Definition 1.2: Steganography is a tool that allows the communication of confidential information 

over an open communication channel. 

 

Steganography allows users to transmit hidden information in the plain text, pictures, audio or video 

files. The hidden data does not need any changes on it. Thus, the hidden data can be protected without 

content from unwanted people. So, in this aspect Steganography differs from cryptography systems 

[8, 12]. 

Steganography is mathematically defined as follows: 

 

Definition 1.3: A steganographic system is a mechanism  that to hide c secret message inside the 

body cover m by using the key k. As a result,  the stego object m is obtained  that carrying hidden 

message c. 

 Let F be an embedding function while G be an extraction function then (F, G) pair is called 

stegosystem. Therefore;   s = F (° C, m, k) and m = G (s, k) .  

If M is the set of all possible messages, then embedding capacity of stegosystem will be log2
M

. 

 

Too many different file format techniques can be used as a carrier, but digital images are the most 

popular for steganography. There are 4 techniques for it [14]: 

 

1) Text Techniques: 

• Line Shift Coding Protocol, 

• Word Shift Coding Protocol, 

• Feature Coding Protocol, 

• White Space Manipulation, 

• Text Content. 

 

2) Image Techniques: 

• Simple Watermarking, 

• LSB - Least Significant Bit Hiding, 

• Direct Cosine Transformation, 

• Wavelet Transformation. 

 

3) Audio Steganography: 

There are four main steps for audio Steganography which are: 

Alteration, 

Modification, 

Verification, 
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Reconstruction. 

 

4) Video Steganography: 

This technique is used for mixing of sound and image (video files) and sends it together over the 

transmission medium. 

 

Both methods provide secure communication, but they use different algorithms and methods. By 

using a combination of these two methods we can be obtain concealable safer algorithms. There are 

some of the work done on the combination of steganography and cryptography; 

 

F. Borges et al., define combination of these two methods as steganocryptography. They show the 

steganocryptography model for a case where extreme security is needed.  In the model they use 

Diffie-Hellman, RSA and cryptography with irrational numbers. They use also steganography in the 

Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients to send a message through the frames [3]. 

 

M. H. Rajyaguru, says “For hiding secret information in images, there exists a large variety of 

steganography techniques some are more complex than others and all of them have respective strong 

and weak points”. They are trying to solve the problem about the technique, they compose a very feast 

exchangeable key to that massage and trying to secure the massage by that key. They showed the 

improvement of the image Steganography system using LSB approach to ensure a means of secure 

communication [14]. 

 

A.J. Raphael and Dr. V Sundaram focus on the strength of combining cryptography and 

steganography methods to enhance the security of communication over an open channel. Their 

method shown in the Figure1 as [16]; 

 

 
 

A.M.A. Brifcani, describe the cryptography and steganography algorithms as stego-based-crypto. For 

encrypting the secret message, the system uses Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) cryptographic 

algorithm technique and to increase the security of the system were a key of 14 digits has been used, 

algorithm to cover this message it uses and Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) based lifting scheme as 

a steganography. In here, to increase the capacity of the secret message payload and robustness, these 
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data are embedded in the IWT coefficients in 3 frequency sub-bands which are low, middle and high. 

This technique is tested by using 20 gray-scale standard images of size 512*512 with three formats 

(BMP, GIF and JPEG) [4]. 

 

A.R. Aparajita, look at hiding the text in text and then hiding the secret information in an image file 

by using various steganography methods. And  then describe the main difference between 

cryptography and steganography[1]. 

 

S. A.Laskar and K. Hemachandra, to have for secret data communication they propose a method of 

combining cryptography and steganography. They suggest a high-performance JPEG steganography 

along with a substitution encryption method.  

the method consists of three steps; 

     1. Compress the hidden message,  

     2. Encrypt this hidden message,  

     3. Embed obtained hiding data in the cover image 

Their technique uses the discrete cosine DCT which used in the frequency domain for hiding 

encrypted data inside of an image. Their results show that the visual and the statistical values of the 

stegoimage with encrypted data before the insertion are similar to the values after the insertion. So it 

reduces the chance of the confidential message which being detected and enables secret 

communication. The effectiveness of this method has been estimated by computing MSE and 

PSNR[10]. 

  

A. B. Mansoor et al, used both systems for improved data security and defined this system as a hybrid 

CRYPTO-STEGANO technique. In this technique they use AES and DES  cryptology algorithms for 

encryption and then hidden in JPEG images using F5 and model based steganography techniques [11]. 

 

2. Application of Crystography: 

 

In this part, the simple application of the crystographic system will be given.  

Definition 2.1: Fet is the value that obtained from the number sequence generated from cover text. It 

determine the placement range and the how many digits shifted is the number of bits. 

This value is dependent on the bits number. For 4 bits system 0 < fet< 4, for 16 bits 0<fet<16 and so 

on.  But smaller values are more effective for the system. 

In this study, the most mysterious irrational number π as the cover, ten digits decimal system and 

Turkish alphabet letters will be used.  

First of all, create Table1 by  corresponding each letter with a number. 

 

A B C Ç D E F G Ğ H I İ J K L 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

M N O Ö P R S Ş T U Ü V Y Z  
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15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28  

Table1 

 

Decimal portion of the number π selected in desired size; 

π=3,141592653589793238462643383279502884197169399375105820974944592307816406286208

9986280348253421170679821 

Each number of plain text letters is determined from Table1. Determined numerals are placed between 

the digits of the series of numbers obtained from the π as; 

 Delete digits after the comma up to the fet value, 

 Put the first number just after the first digit, 

 Other numbers are placed one by one by passing digit up about the fet value respectively, 

 Get the new covered series of number, 

 Create a new table (Table2) that composed of 4 bits for each digit from 0 to 9, 

0 1 2 3 4 

0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 

5 6 7 8 9 

0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 

Table2 

 Determine corresponding of each digits from Table2, 

 Get new series which consists of 0 and 1, 

 Separate each 3 digits of this series, 

 Sort the odd row triplets as the firs column, then the even row triplets respectively, 

 Get the new series which consists of 0 and 1, 

 Identify a key that composed of 4 bits in binary (Table3), 

0000 0001 0010 0011 

N E V Ş 

0100 0101 0110 0111 

H İ R Ü 

1000 1001 1010 1011 

S T F B 
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1100 1101 1110 1111 

L M O G 

Table3 

 Identify a character for each 4 bits of the new series from Table3 respectively, 

 Get the covered and encrypted text. 

Example 2.1: 

Plain text  : NEVŞEHİR 

Stego cover : Pi 

Key   : NEVŞHİRÜSTFBLMOG 

Fet    : 3 

 Apply this example on the above method program it by using the C# codes. 

Solution 2.1: Each number of plain text letters is determined from Table1, 

N E V Ş E H İ R 

16 5 26 22 5 9 11 20 

Define pi; 

π=3,141592653589793238462643383279502884197169399375105820974944592307816406286208

9986280348253421170679 821 

 Delete 3 digits after the comma, 

                         59265358979323846264338327950288419716939937510582097494459230781 

64062862089986280348253421170679 821 

 Put the first number just after the first digit, 

5169265358979323846264338327950288419716939937510582097494459230781640628620899862

80348253421170679 821 

 Other numbers are placed one by one by passing 3 digits up respectively, 

51692655352689722932538496261143320 

 Get the new covered series of number, 

 Create a new table (Table2) that composed of 4 bits for each digit from 0 to 9, 

0 1 2 3 4 

0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 
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5 6 7 8 9 

0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 

 Table2 

 Determine corresponding of each digits from Table2, 

Get new series which consists of 0 and 1, and get; 

0101000101101001001001100101010100110101001001101000100101110010001010010011001001

0100111000010010010110001001100001000101000011001100100000 

 Separate each 3 digits of this series, 

010 100 010 110 100 100 100 110 010 101 010 011 010 100 100 110 100 010 010 111 001 000 101 

001 001 100 100 101 001 110 000 100 100 101 100 010 011 000 010 001 010 000 110 011 001 000 

00 

 Sort the odd row triplets as the firs column, then the even row triplets respectively,  

 Get the new series which consists of 0 and 1, 

0100101001000100100101001000100011010011000010001001000110100101100010010011010011

0101011100110010111000001100101110100101010000001000011000 

  Identify a key that composed of 4 bits in binary (Table3), 

 

 

0000 0001 0010 0011 

N E V Ş 

0100 0101 0110 0111 

H İ R Ü 

1000 1001 1010 1011 

S T F B 

1100 1101 1110 1111 

L M O G 

  Table3 

 Identify a character for each 4 bits of the new series from Table3 respectively, 

 Get the covered and encrypted text. 

HFHHTHSSMVNSTEFİSTŞHMİLLBSŞVOTİNVES 
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The program of this example by using the C# codes is; 
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3. Conclusion 

 

Nearly all of the studies on the combination of cryptography and steganography (crystography) concerned about 

sending encrypted messages in a digital file like text, image, audio or video files. But we have presented a new 

approach of crystography. Our stego method could combine with DES, AES or RSA algorithms. The unique 

feature about our method is, it can be implemented to ATM card, cellphone .. etc. password security programs  

to improve their secure level. And also, any series of number can used as a stego cover. 
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